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Somewhere through the warp gate, buried
in the ruins of a long-dead civilization, a
strange machine could be the key to the
Storm that threatens Seg Eraranats world.
But does this ghost world hold the secret of
salvation or the ultimate portent of doom?
Haunted by the death of the woman he
loves, and caught in the crossfire of a
shadowy war, Seg Eraranat volunteers for a
secret off-world mission. Not far away,
Ama Kalder awakes under the care of a
mysterious indigo-skinned stranger, living
among a tribe of escaped slaves. With her
memories lost to the Storm, she must battle
for survival in the unforgiving wastes.
Separated by fate but drawn across the
dimensions, Seg and Ama race to solve the
mystery of the Storm before its too late.
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